
Bio-mechanical application of piezo-

sensors 

Motivation: As we know that India is the first rank in no of people having 

diabetes in world wide. Also a survey is carried out recently, it reported that 

in future means by 2030 the figure is going to be double. So it is matter of 

concern how to prevent diabetes with proper caring and diet. Sometimes it is 

seen old age people due to diabetes if some injury happens to their foot , that 

leads to ulcers which increases the risks of diabetes. This drives me get into 

research of foot pressure (plantar pressure) although I am from structure 

background. 

Objectives: To find plantar pressure in 15 different critical position of 

human foot for both fixed type and re-useable type. Compare and analyze the 

results for different state of motions like i) standing ii) Normal walking iii) 

Brisk walking w.r.t variation of BMI indices , different size of foot, and 

different material like rubber sole and wooden sole. .also develop a re-

useable type of platform for measuring foot pressure of any size of foot. Also 

develop a proof of concept for commercialization of re-useable type of piezo.  

Methodology: 

Fixed type platform 

 Piezo patch is sandwich in between two layers of epoxy adhesive in 

depression created in critical positions of foot. 

 On walking or different state of motions, the foot pressure signature 

was analyze through the oscilloscope and USB DAQ U2331 Model. 

 All results were plot in the both EXCEL spreadsheet and MAT LAB 

as graphical representation of peak pressure variation. 

Re-useable type platform 

 A round shape tin-disk was coated the piezo sensor. This specimen 

was used as sensing devices which can easily place any curve shape 

or irregular shape of foot. 

 Same procedure was followed to obtain the signatures of peak 

pressure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results and achievements 

 The peak pressure are comes around 100-300kPa for normal walking 

case and 500-700kPa for brisk walking for fixed or embedded type 

piezo whereas 200-400kPa for normal walking case and 600-800kPa 

for brisk walking for re-useable type. 

 For variation of BMI indices higher BMI results lower peak pressure 

and lower BMI results higher peak pressure which is reasonable. 

 


